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About This Game

Plunge into the world of magic 3d mazes! Feel deeply this fairy world free of gravitation.

In Gravity Quest you will need to plough your way, moving parts of the maze. Travel in the maze, find portals and make
teleportations. You will be charmed by new, more attractive and mysterious mazes!

12 amazing mazes

4 types of fantasy environment

Beutiful musical accompaniment

Relaxing atmosphere

You will be thrilled by all this! This is magical!
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Publisher:
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Short, beautiful, and relaxing. The game messes with my head a little bit, but I finished eventually. Would recommend if a
dollar or less.. I don't really suggest this game. It's slow moving, repetitive, easy.

I paid 98 cents (let's just say a dollar) for this game, and i still feel unsatisfied. I would have enjoyed it a little more if it would
move faster.

If there were 2 things I could change about the game, it would be the walk speed and the 'smoothness' when you walk(It's a little
gittery and it has nothing to do with lag).

I would also like to note that there are no settings, so you get what you get.

However, I do think this game exceeds my expectations in other areas. I do like the seemingly handpainted background of the
game, the lighting effect and the fact that it doesn't lag at all.

P.S. : The game also promises Trading cards, but there aren't any. I think the developper(s) might have confused 'Trading Cards'
with 'Achievements'. I personnally don't play for trading cards, but I don't very much appreciate it when they don't deliver what
they promise.. This game is very short and easy. There are 12 levels. 3 for each graphics theme. It took me 42 minutes to
complete the entire game. The music is nice but is the same track through the entire game. The game is similar to Disoriented
which is much better.. Very calming game, with great artwork as well. Not too big of a game but it might take a bit of time to
finish. I think it is worth it, if your looking for a calming game not filled with guns and everything. For 2,99 i cant really
recommend. To easy, unsmooth and glittery. Also gave me gripes and dizziness.

Pros: Visuals. Stunning 3D mazes, they look like a sweet jelly)

This game is for those who want to relax after work. Very relaxing and calming.

Music and graphics are great!. Excelent! Beautiful! Colorful! Soft and interesting game. I really thought the game would be
boring, bun no. It draws my eyes like a black hole ))) Fully recommended.. Amazing game.
At first, mazes are easy, but at the end they become more complicated.
The worlds in the game are fantastic and very beautiful. Especially liked the space world.
Soothing meditative music goes well with the gameplay.. Good game; albiet a bit to slow moving.
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It is decent, as it was easy and hard on the time, when you try to find the right path.
For $2,99 for this kind of game, it depends. I still recommend for still.. Very soothing music, and quite possibly the prettiest
game I've ever played. However, it's also the only game which has ever given me motion sickness.. this is a tentative yes

it is very short (like a demo short)
the first 6 puzzles almost don't have any puzzle element to them they are basic follow the path walking simulater

it has a nice music piece (only one song)
it is pretty
good potential of a game, it just should have had at least double-triple the content
would recommend on a good sale like .75-1$

wow I beat this in 22 mins thats really short almost short enough for a not recommended. Stunning 3D mazes, they look like a
sweet jelly)

This game is for those who want to relax after work. Very relaxing and calming.

Music and graphics are great!. Very soothing music, and quite possibly the prettiest game I've ever played. However, it's also the
only game which has ever given me motion sickness.. I agree with another reviewer that this game is very short and easy.
However, unlike that reviewer, I do recommend this game. I thought it was a beautiful aural and visual presentation, and I
thoroughly enjoyed it. Sometimes you're in the mood for a fast-paced FPS, sometimes you're in the mood for a challenging
puzzler, and sometimes you're in the mood for a nice, relaxing, stress-free experience. That's what this game is -- beautiful,
relaxing, and stress-free. While it IS short (I do wish there were more levels to increase the playing time), games like this
definitely have their place, and I'd say it's well worth it.. W A L K I N G S I M U L A T O R O N D R U G S

Not bad, but it gives headache, more a proof of concept than a complete game. Also very short. Ah and also cards not dropping
yet for those interested. 4/10, get it when on sale.
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